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Most people understand homeopathy as a treatment for people, but as this book shows, our

four-legged friends can benefit from it as well. First published in 1999, Homeopathic Care for Cats

and Dogs quickly became a bestseller and an important resource for anyone looking for a more

organic approach to caring for their cats and dogs. Using accessible language, author Don Hamilton

gives readers an authoritative overview of animal homeopathy, covering history, treatment

principles, homeopathic disease theory, and simple methods for using homeopathic

remedies.Homeopathic Care for Cats and Dogs offers expert guidance on home care and diet, how

to obtain the information needed to choose a homeopathic remedy, how to dose remedies, how to

choose the potency, and when to repeat remedies if necessary. The book lists organ systems by

chapter, providing concise descriptions of symptoms, including how to evaluate patientsâ€™

illnesses and when to seek veterinary care. Remedy and supplement suggestions follow disease

descriptions. Each section contains the principal remedies needed for treatment. The book ends

with a materia medica, which gives more comprehensive remedy information for each medicine

listed in the book. This updated edition contains a new chapter on the human-animal relationship,

timely information on vaccines, as well as new remedy information in every chapter.
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I have a dog who should be the poster child for homeopathy. She had seizures after receiving a

Rabies shot. Was treated by homeopathy, had a few seiazures while being treated and then was

seizure free and has remained so for the past 8 years. She has also had mange and cancer which



we also treated with homepathy with great results. She Will be 14 in two months and has been

cancer free for three years. I Started out reading Richard Pitcarians book, making my dogs food and

reading everyting I could get my hands on. We recently adopted a blue heeler and she just begun

having seizures which we are treating with homeopathy. I feel if we take our pets health seriously

we should feed the best that we can afford and try and keep them healthy. But, it this does not work

then find a homeopathic/holistic vet to work with. I have three dogs , ranging in ages of 2-14 and are

they are all beautiful, healthy and enegic. I feed raw and they are the envey of all dogs who come to

visit.. I might add, I use to think feeding raw was weird and would put my dogs at risk.Since taking

this step(and it was in baby steps) I am so thrilled in how well they are all doing on this and

homeopathy. I also had the puppies innovulaytions given one at a time by my homeopathic vet;.

Love this book . I just sit down and read it as I would a novel.

I admit it. I'm an information junkie. The more content, the better. This book measures up on quality

AND quantity. Like a home study course in a book, this guide really helps you learn about

homeopathy for your small animal friends. I have been using homeopathic remedies for myself and

my pets for years now, and this book is an excellent addition to my library of references. Obviously,

you will want to consult with a professional for serious cases, but there are many situations when an

educated lay person can use homeopathy to advantage. Up until I got this book, I was using

references that related to human applications, and I am grateful to now have such a detailed book

on applications for pets. More people are realizing that subtle energy medicine treats causes, not

symptoms, and thus gives great results. While I use herbs and supplements as well, homeopathy

seems to me to be the purest and least-likely-to-have-side-effects method when used properly. I

highly recommend this book to anyone who wants to understand the right way to use homeopathy

for a dog or cat.

Homeopathic Care for Cats and Dogs is encyclopedic in scope, clearly written and beautifully

organized. Dr. Hamilton begins with a succinct overview of the history of homeopathy, from its

origins in 18th century Germany through its rise, fall and resurgence in 20th century America. He

outlines the principles and philosophy underlying homeopathic treatment, and explains its basic

concepts in accessible language anyone can understand. Dr. Hamilton examines the nature of

health, disease and cure, drawing a contrast between "conventional" or allopathic medicine, and

homeopathy. He explains that while allopathic medicine relies upon a theoretical approach that

equates symptoms with the disease itself, homeopathy utilizes an empirical method of careful



observation of each individual patient.This authoritative book provides lucid, detailed advice for

using homeopathic medicine to help your companion animals at home, along with clear guidelines

for when to seek professional help. Specific information is provided on taking the case, choosing

and administering the remedy, and evaluating progress. Chapters on organ systems (skin and ears,

digestive system, respiratory system, etc.) include suggestions for remedies appropriate to various

conditions, as well as a helpful summary recapping the most important concepts. One chapter

explores the complex issue of vaccination, and another examines the philosophical and

psychological reasons we keep companion animals. Finally, the book incorporates an excellent

materia medica describing commonly used homeopathic medicines.Dr. Don Hamilton brings to his

veterinary practice and to this luminous book an open-minded, compassionate, holistic perspective.

The book incorporates his comprehensive understanding of both conventional Western veterinary

medicine and classical homeopathic healing, gleaned from more than thirty years of practice. I have

found this book to be a treasure-trove of useful and fascinating information, and can recommend it

without reservation to anyone looking for a better way to help your animal friends.

This book was so helpful to me in learning the basics of pet homeopathic medicine. Now I see that

some quirky things are not normal, and are actually signs of disease. Easy to read!

This was actually a replacement for a book I loaned out but was never returned. This was very well

recommended to me as I learned about homeopathics for my dogs and I would definitely

recommend to others that are wanting to learn as well. Very easy to follow/understand.

This is really a helpful book in helping with many of the every day problems in raising our wonderful

pets. It is so empowering to know you can handle little problems. The only addition I would love to

see is a small repertory with rubrics for pet problems. But the amount of information is astounding!

Also, the history and background on homeopathy is one of the best I have ever read and can really

help non-homeopaths understand what this marvelous healing art and science is about! (And I have

at least a hundred Homeopathy books!) Great job, Dr. Hamilton! Our pets will live longer and

healthier lives because you are sharing this information!

This book is full of wonderful information about homeopathy in general as well as specifically for

cats and dogs. I highly recommend this book to understand more about homeopathy and how you

can treat your 'companions" holistically.
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